Oscar Brand, Folk Singer, To Be at Election Rally

By Alvin Hyman and Alfred Patti

For the first time in the history of election rallies, a celebrated radio star will provide entertainment for the Student Council Election Rally. Slated to appear to liven up the space between speeches is Oscar Brand.

The semi-annual Election Rally will be held Thursday at 12:15 in PET. Presidential candidates Michael Parker and Seymour Marks will speak to the student body and outline their campaign views on the proposed referendum, concerning a possible limit to the scope of Student Council activities.

Referee Time-Coloring

The school-wide referendum, in which students will decide whether to participate in matters originating outside the school, will finally put to rest the question that has been plaguing the members of the Council throughout the entire semester. Senator from the Council should partake stands on issues that affect the students as a whole and not just for the sake of winning. Debate concerning this limit has taken an ugly turn.

In connection with the referendum, the Ticker and The New York State Industrial Commission sponsored a forum to be held in the auditorium. Walter Wallace, chairman of the Metropolitan New York Regional Assembly of the NSA, is slated to deliver an address to the students on the importance of the referendum. Wallace has been a member of the Assembly since 1928 and has served on the board of directors of the Assembly since 1933. He has also served as chairman of the Assembly's Education Committee.

SC Motion Supports NSA Executives

By a vote of 17 to 1, Student Council at a meeting last Friday voted to send a letter to the Columbia Student Council affirming their support of the two NSA executives. The letter was signed by all members of the Council.

Mr. E Is Still Dark Mystery In Third Week

Have you ventured your guess as to the identity of the mysterious Mr. E? If you haven't, it's not too late; if you already have, you can certainly try again. This week the contest continues, and you must merely submit a slogan supporting the Centennial Fund and a membership card for Samuel Lawrence, c/o The Ticker, CUNY, 3rd Street and Lexington Ave., New York. The prize is a $250 B Altman gift certificate.

The slogan entered must be submitted with the contestant's name and address and is then voted upon by the Mr. E Contest Committee. Each week two slogans are chosen from the downtown school (one each from day and evening sessions) and two from the uptown branch. Another committee vote is taken to rank the four winning slogans in a 1-2-3-4 sequence; this rank determines the order in which the winners will be queried as to the identity of Mr. E. If the correct answer is not given, the contest continues to the next week. Here are the clues to date:

To quote his very words, "You are an anachronism, you should know me, for I am unique, you see.

To form a proposition, George Washington.

Would correspond to this city son. An engineer born and tried a few years ago.

To Obtain and Retain a "Major",
Paul Wendell Sets Pace; Stays Calm, Moves Fast

Paul Wendell set behind the editor's desk in the little office of The Ticker, a weekly newspaper, "If we have 68 inches of ads this week, we'll be mighty happy." He is a man of few words, yet his enthusiasm for his job is evident.

Studass of popularity contests. This rally is a test of the school's ability to define terms. We are interested in our students, and we want them to know that we care.

Know Your Candidates

This term Student Council has been running a successful campaign for a new student body. The campaign has been very well received, and the candidates are in a good position to win.

The 'Miracle' Of the Belles

"Put a penny in the slot and see your sweet sweet laughter. If you don't see it soon, you can see it on the side of the ticket box."

Out of Our World

Many students have commented that they would like to see more world news in the paper. We have been working on this, and we hope to have some good stories next week.

The Ticker Ten Years Ago

"Students were packing heavy in the offices of the Student Guide. The line for ads was crazy, and there were a lot of people waiting in line."

City Welcomes English Team

City College is proud to welcome the English team to our school. We hope they will enjoy their stay and have a good time.

Sy's Place

"Let's Take FAC Reo Controversy To General Faculty"

Beavers Face Hofstra In Met League Game

Beavers' face Hofstra in Met League game. The team has been practicing hard, and they are ready to compete.

The Ugly Alan

"Eats at 5:30, 6:30, 7:30. Windy Andy Contest, Sack Race, Track Team Sinks"

The Miracle Committee, after studying the evidence, released the following statement: "We have found no evidence of foul play on the part of the students involved."

The Ticker of the Belles

"Put a penny in the slot and see your sweet sweet laughter. If you don't see it soon, you can see it on the side of the ticket box."

City to Hold Third All-Sports Dinner

City College will hold its third all-sports dinner on Thursday night. The event is open to all students, and it will feature a variety of food and drink.

Casuals

GOLDS

DOESSKINS

All City - Gold Condominiums
Friday Is Final Day For Boatride Tickets

By Sandra Grab

Sunday is the day for City mariners. Students planning to purchase boat ride tickets had better buy them immediately. Friday will be the last day of sales and there are very few tickets remaining.

The John A. Meseck, bound for Bear Mountain, will leave at the voyage up the 12:30 PM.

Senior Show Date Set; Class Rally Thursday

Tickets for the senior class-night show, "No Longer Bordered," will be distributed all over campus floor this week and next week between the hours of 11 and 2 daily.

The show will be presented June 19 in 1205 East and is time to class-card holders. Each student is entitled to two free tickets and will be charged 50c for additional tickets.

Proposed Cure for Wallflower—taxis

Do you yearn to be an aggressor participant at dances instead of the passive onlooker you've always been? Do you have a season ticket to Wallflower's Row?

What you need are some lessons in social dancing given by the hygiene department every Thursday 1-3 and Mondays 3-5 in Hansen Hall.

Sunday is the day for City mariners. Students planning to seek full-time permanent positions should speak to prospective graduates in the Senior class on June 16 in the noon.

Therefore the men of the senior class are now being sought for the 1949 Lexicon. Each senior is expected to write, in the form of a story, a personal biography. Each year, 1205 East is the place to go from 12 to 2.

Many of the firms which are now employing students under the cooperative training program find themselves in need of students for part-time work. The purpose of this registration is to facilitate the placement of students in locating students.
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Brooklyn Academy

Approved by State Dept. of Education

Established 1891

244 Willard St., New York, N. Y.

Day and Evening Classes leading to LL.B. and L.L.M. Degrees

Accelerated Course: Still Available

No other law school occupies an office building and leases offices to active lawyers, with part of the proceeds going to law students.

New York Law School is located at the courts state and federal, where law students may observe proceedings and participate in the admittance of the attorneys, or so near to New York's civic center where the actual operation of public offices and businesses of state and city may be noted.

No other law school is so convenient to New York's transportation facilities, EXPERIENCED PROFESSORS AND CLINICAL SPECIAL LECTURERS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

Applications for Summer Term beginning June 21 and Fall Term beginning October 31 are now being received.

Send for application form and catalogue